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The Island Conservation Society (ICS) is a Seychelles registered non-governmental           
organisation (NGO) established in 2001 by a group of people to promote the conservation 
and  restoration of islands, especially outer islands and small granitic islands.  

 
ICS currently has 16 members of staff based on four different islands (6 at head Office, 
Mahé; 5 on Aride; 3 on Alphonse and 2 on Desroches), five of them with university          
degrees. Its expertise lies in all domains related to island conservation, in particular       
management of Protected Areas, island rehabilitation, research projects, educational     
activities, conducting biodiversity inventories and environmental law enforcement.  

Suggested citation: Adam, P-A (ed) (2010) ICS Annual Report 2010, Mahé, Seychelles 

Endangered Seychelles White-eye Zosterops modestus 
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Island Conservation Society has come a long way since we began life in 2001 as little more than a 
paper organisation with few resources other than the enthusiasm of our members desire to        
challenge new frontiers in Seychelles conservation. Since then, we have been active in more than a 
dozen islands, we have established conservation centres on three islands with permanent             
programmes coordinated from The Island Conservation Centre at Pointe Larue, Mahé, and we have 
become an important player in national and regional conservation. None of this could have been 
achieved without the dedication of our Board and staff. 
 
The Head Office on Mahé acquired a new CEO in 2010, with Jeanine Grandcourt bringing her        
considerable experience in management to our Head Office.  Pierre-André Adam was appointed   
Science & Projects Manager and has brought more dynamism to the all-important conservation role 
of ICS and a professionalism reflected in the production of this report, which he has co-ordinated. 
 
On Aride, in 2010, ICS took the leap to appoint a Seychellois Island Manager for our flagship nature 
reserve. Alex Underwood has surpassed all expectations in this role, ably supported by Licia 
Calabrese, appointed as Conservation Officer during the year. We have also endeavoured to rotate 
staff between islands to add interest and broaden their experience. Aurélie Nahaboo led               
programmes on Alphonse with distinction during 2010 and has now brought his skills to the post of 
Conservation Officer of Desroches. 
 
Finances have remained very tight and difficulties in 2010 have included the loss of cruiseship        
income due to diversions caused by the problem of piracy. Cruiseships previously provided a large 
slice of the income of Aride and to a lesser extent, Alphonse and Desroches. However, in addition to 
the projects outlined in this report we have received continued significant support from regular 
sponsors, notably Islands Development Company, Miguel Torres Wines and James Cadbury. Up to 
2009, we also received significant support from the Fonds Français pour l’Environnement and  the 
Seychelles Environment Trust Fund. We are extremely grateful to them all as well as our Board, staff 
and supporters. 
  

AADRIANDRIAN S SKERRETTKERRETT 
CCHAIRMANHAIRMAN 
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Sunrise over Alphonse Island 
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Aride Island, a magic place where time is marked only by birds, turtles and wind. The South-East monsoon brings to 
the island fabulous birds such as the Sooty and Roseate terns that breed in the woodland. From September, the 
North-West monsoon marks the time for the Hawksbill turtles to come ashore and nest. At that time, it is easy to 
find big tracks on the beach left behind by their slow steps. The seasonality that characterizes the aforementioned 
species does not apply for several other ones, such as Fairy terns, White-tailed tropicbirds, Seychelles Magpie-
Robin and Seychelles Warblers. In fact, these species breed all year round depending only by the food supply from 
the sea (for the first two species) and from the ground and trees (for the other ones). The island also hosts colonies 
of Wedge-tailed and Tropical shearwaters whose striking calls during the night make the atmosphere of Aride    
worthy of a scary movie. To conclude, considering all of this, we should always keep in mind that on Aride Island we 
are only guests and that nature rules. 

    
  

  MMESSAGEESSAGE  FROMFROM A ARIDERIDE I ISLANDSLAND S SPECIALPECIAL R RESERVEESERVE    

  MMESSAGEESSAGE  FROMFROM A ALPHONSELPHONSE I ISLANDSLAND C CONSERVATIONONSERVATION C CENTREENTRE    
 
Over the past 3 years of operation, the Alphonse Conservation Centre has undertaken valuable conservation work 
that will, over the coming years, allow for sound management of the island and implementation of its restoration. 
Also, St. François has shown more and more that its pristine habitats support highly important roosting and nesting 
sites for numerous migratory and non-migratory birds. Bijoutier on the other hand acts as a hotspot for nesting  
turtles, hosts a spawning aggregation site for Camouflaged Grouper Epinephelus polyphaekadion and is also an  
important breeding site for the Wedge-tailed Shearwater Puffinus pacificus. There is no doubt that monitoring   
programmes on such islands are of the utmost importance in this changing world and that the challenge of         
preserving biodiversity, even at such small scales, is a crucial battle, as described by the United Nations who       
declared 2010 to be the  International Year of Biodiversity.    

  MMESSAGEESSAGE  FROMFROM D DESROCHESESROCHES I ISLANDSLAND C CONSERVATIONONSERVATION C CENTREENTRE    
 
The Desroches Conservation Centre was established in June 2009. From then on different monitoring programmes 
and environmentally friendly activities have been implemented. As a result scientific data has been collected and 
conservation awareness has been achieved through the people working and visiting the island. But by no means 
have we reached our goal and we still have a lot more to achieve but with perseverance and dedication we shall 
surely succeed.  All ICS staff wishes for continuous support in the coming year and the same positive attitude       
towards conservation amongst the Desroches community, so that more can be achieved in the years to come.  

DDANIELLEANIELLE J JUPITERUPITER    

           A           AURÉLIENURÉLIEN N NAHABOOAHABOO                       

AALEXLEX U UNDERWOODNDERWOOD & L & LICIAICIA C CALABRESEALABRESE 
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This report synthesizes and integrates the main findings related to conservation activities conducted 
by ICS during 2010. The natural and anthropogenic impacts on the environment continue to increase 
at many levels. ICS and its collaborators are on a daily basis striving to reduce these impacts by trying 
to strike a balance between development and conservation and as most managers are well aware, is 
by no means an easy feat. In contrast, managing ecosystems in isolation is just as difficult to achieve. 
Hence, vigorous efforts on the part of all stakeholders involved is necessary. 
 
Implementation of ecosystem management policies may present great challenges, raising significant 
institutional and regulatory issues and sometimes socio-economic dilemmas. In particular, an         
effective policy will need to achieve a balance between fishing practices (fly-fishing, shark finning, 
sea cucumber harvesting, long-line fishery) and protection of ecologically sensitive marine areas and 
populations around the outer islands. For example, the St. François atoll and Desroches lagoon. It is 
often difficult to ascertain that the rewards of such protective measures are worthwhile. It is crucial 
that the impacted stakeholders are sensitised to the value of such measures.  
 
The report also provides some guidance as to what challenges lie ahead and how we plan on tackling 
them. In many cases there is great scope for achieving societal goals and improving human well-
being alongside conservation programmes such as rat control around Seychelles White-eye breeding 
territories on Mahé and eradications on other islands such as Alphonse and Desroches, improving 
waste and pest control management practices on Alphonse and Desroches and contributing to       
biodiversity conservation for instance through the “Conservation Rejuvenation Project” on            
Desroches.  
 
2011 will witness a renewed energy within the Island Conservation Society as it develops on past  
experiences and applies its expertise to new projects and conservation programmes.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
         PPIERREIERRE--AANDRÉNDRÉ A ADAMDAM  
                  PPROJECTSROJECTS & S & SCIENCECIENCE M MANAGERANAGER 
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Aride has experienced a turbulent time during 2010, with a high turnover of staff. Three local staff and Conserva-
tion Officer (CO) Robert Sutcliffe (August) terminated their contracts. Three new Seychellois were recruited as Con-
servation Rangers early in the year, which was a  great relief. In August, so as to improve the working efficiency, ICS 
changed its staffing structure by having Seychellois Island Manager and an expatriate CO. Alex Underwood, who 
was a Conservation Ranger at the time, was promoted to Island Manager and Licia Calabrese replaced Mr. Sutcliffe 
as CO in November. Licia had previously volunteered and worked on the Seychelles Magpie Robin as part of her 
final-year internship subject in order to complete her Masters on Aride in 2007. 
 
Aride staff attended a few training courses: (1) The Island Manager attended a training course in management of    
Marine Protected Areas of the Western Indian Ocean Region that was being held in Mombasa, Kenya. (2) Steve  
Agricole took part in an EarthWatch Training Course on coral and coastal ecology and (3) also participated in a short 
tour guiding course conducted by the Seychelles Tourism Board.   
 
On another positive note, the ‘ICS inter-island staff rotation programme’ was set in motion, which saw three ICS 
staff from the Alphonse and Desroches Conservation Centres visit Aride. In turn, one Aride staff member visited 
Alphonse. This programme gives ICS staff the opportunity to share their experiences, knowledge and also help 
strengthen the social network within the organisation. There were also lots of visits from Head Office’s               
management team on Mahé and occasionally Board members which brought more motivation to the team.    
 
Various researchers and volunteers also visited Aride. Local volunteers, Magali Rocamora from the “Ecole Francaise 
des Seychelles” and Anifa Morel from Praslin secondary school, spent some time on Aride to learn more about the    
conservation aspects of the Island. Helen Wade from the University of Exeter, England, conducted her research 
(MSc) on the impacts of Pisonia grandis on seabirds. Patricia Pedro’s work was  
aimed at the breeding productivity of Roseate Terns and Lesser Noddies as   
part of her PhD. Andreas Lopez-Sepulcre and Ken Norris visited Aride to  
assess the monitoring and management of the Seychelles Magpie Robin  
population. Brian Fisher conducted a survey to help determine the ant  
diversity that exists on the island. A Swiss student, Marine Beaud, also  
collected some leaves from Wright’s Gardenia (Rothmannia annae),  
Pisonia (Pisonia grandis) and Ficus reflexa so as to compare tree  
development on islands with and without breeding sea birds.  
   
 

    
  

  AARIDERIDE I ISLANDSLAND S SPECIALPECIAL R RESERVEESERVE  BYBY A ALEXLEX U UNDERWOODNDERWOOD  ANDAND L LICIAICIA C CALABRESEALABRESE  
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Most monitoring activities have been constant and ongoing despite shortcomings related to staff. The seabird    
census that was conducted in 2010 showed that there is a gradual decline in the number of breeding seabirds on 
Aride in comparison to previous years. Assumptions have been made relating it food shortages in consequence of 
climate change (e.g. sea surface temperature, current dynamics) and over-exploitation (e.g. tuna stocks). However, 
ICS needs to keep a watchful eye on these trends and also initiate relevant studies to find out the real reasons       
behind these declines.  
 
Poaching was a big concern during the SE. There were several reports that sooty tern eggs and meat, originated 
from Aride, were being sold on Praslin and poaching was also observed by ICS staff on Booby Island. A substantial 
amount of effort was made by ICS staff to conduct routine patrols as a deterrent to reduce poaching and a new 
radar surveillance system was installed as a tool to assist these anti-poaching patrols. However, ICS must revise its 
anti-poaching   strategy if it is to prevent poaching from occurring on Aride during future breeding seasons.  
 
Island restoration and management activities have been somewhat limited again to due lack of manpower.       
There were a large variety of vegetables that were cultivated like lettuces, chinese cabbages, long-yard beans, pars-
ley, cabbages, aubergines, asparagus beans, melons, cassavas, okras, beetroots and radishes. There have also been 
continuous efforts to reduce the impact that was inflicted to the garden crops by Moorhens through fencing.  The 
Takamaka trees (Calophyllum inophyllum) which were infected with the Wilt disease were treated in September 
with a fungicide chemical by the Forestry Department of the National Parks Authority. The cutting or lopping of 
trees that were the most infected was postponed as their branches were festooned with nesting Lesser               
Noddies.  Very little was done in terms of removing Pisonia. Only a small area of the beach crest was cleared and 
‘Round-up’ herbicide applied to certain stumps to test its effect.  A lot of effort was put to create a suitable habitat 
for the reintroduction of the Black mud terrapin (Pelusios subniger parietalis), a critically endangered and endemic 
species to the Seychelles. Extra pairs of hands were acquired from Praslin to dig out part of the marsh as it was  
impossible for the Aride team to finish the task by themselves. Unfortunately, the target of establishing a secure 
wild population and restoring another component of the marsh ecosystem was not materialized by the end of 
2010. 
 
One of ICS’s most arduous and important tasks during 2010 was the renovation of the staff accommodation. Being 
so isolated and difficult to access made the construction process very slow. The renovation work started in         
February and it was only at the beginning of July that the first ranger’s block was completed. The renovation project 
was setback due to some logistical constraints as well as the rough sea conditions during the South-east (SE)       
season. At the end of December work on the third block had begun.  
 
For 2011, we are hoping to create a very good team and improve the existing facilities and infrastructure that were 
not given much attention in the past. This will include: renovation of the Conservation Centre and Visitor Shelter, 
restore the historical copra house and pirogue (Katiolo), carry out maintenance work on the fuel tank which will 
provide a better storage facility for gasoline. Other island restoration work will include: continue to support the 
translocation of the Black mud terrapin to Aride; continue vegetation restoration along the beach crest and plateau 
areas which involves removal and control of Pisonia grandis and also removal of problematic species such as Aloca-
sia macrorrhiza (Vya) and Asystasia gangetica (Manz Tou). We also intend on continuing with the various          
monitoring activities and complete those which were neglected in 2010, such as the Wright’s Gardenia annual   
census and land bird population census. More effort will be put towards controlling the introduced Barn Owl on the 
island. ICS will also continue to support research that will be beneficial to the management of Aride. It is also the 
aim of ICS to get the local staff on Aride more involved in conservation aspects, such as doing data entry, writing 
reports and indulge in small personal projects.   

 9 
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Since its inception in February 2007, the Alphonse Island Conservation Centre, under the directive of the Island 
Conservation Society, Seychelles (ICS) has been implementing monitoring programmes aimed at better                
understanding the ecology of the Alphonse Group but also assessing its biodiversity, implementing conservation 
programmes and developing a rehabilitation plan for Alphonse which is in line with the Alphonse Island              
Management Plan. The Centre also has the responsibility of raising awareness, educating residents/visitors and to 
warden and protect these ecosystems. 
 
The Centre for the most part of 2010, was managed by Conservation Officer Mr Aurélien Nahaboo (Conservation 
Officer), Ms. Catherina Freminot (Assistant Conservation Officer) and Mr. Juan Michel (Pest Control Officer). As 
from January 2011, he was replaced by Ms. Aurélie Duhec and the centre has acquired a new Assistant                 
Conservation Officer by the name of Mr. Richard Jeanne. Mr. Nahaboo, is now in charge of the Desroches Island 
Conservation Centre. With only two staff for conservation work in 2010, it has been challenging for the ICS team to 
sustain the rhythm established previously, but quality work has been produced and the Centre has had an           
interesting year with new discoveries. 
 
Pest control on Alphonse still has a lot left to be desired. Despite conducting regular rat and cat control and        
selective vegetation clearing around the hotel facilities, staff accommodation and forest areas, the rat population 
remains very prominent and the remaining cats are ‘trap shy’. Both these animals are a major threat to nesting 
birds. As in previous years, only the Black Rat (Rattus rattus) species was recorded in 2010. The reproductive rates 
of this species are phenomenal. So much so that one pair can produce over 5,000 offspring in a year. In light of this, 
a rat eradication programme will be initiated once all renovation activities on the hotel have been completed at the 
end of 2011.  In 2011, eradication plans for chickens and cats will also be set in motion after testing several control 
techniques.  
 
Waste management has been good overall. Most people have been very cooperative in sorting their rubbish, with 
only a few reminders being sent out on occasion. IDC, ICS and GPS staff have all been very much involved in         
conducting beach clean-ups. Burning of waste on the other hand needs some closer attention. At the moment a 
very old incinerator which uses a lot of fuel is being used. Hopefully, before the end of 2011 a new and more energy 
efficient incinerator will be procured and more effort shall be made in composting green waste in order to reduce 
carbon emissions.  
 
The small scale vegetation rehabilitation plan initiated in 2007 has been maintained and monitored. In addition to 
this, a total of 15,000 m2 of invasive/exotic vegetation has been cleared on the eastern side of the island. A small 
nursery was set up in the hotel garden area in order to grow native plants found on Alphonse for reforestation of 
these areas. The World Environment Day was celebrated on Alphonse by giving each staff a native tree to plant. A 
priority for 2011 is to find a consultant to develop a complete Vegetation Management Plan for Alphonse as this is 
a long time over-due. 
 
ICS has been active in implementing various monitoring programmes. As in previous years, daily bird counts were 
conducted around Alphonse, while opportunistic surveys were carried out on St. François & Bijoutier. A total of 8 
new records of vagrants were accepted by Seychelles Bird Records Committee (SBRC), namely: Tree Pipit (Anthus 
trivialis, March 2010); Black-bellied Storm Petrel (Fregetta tropica, July 2010);  
Eurasian Bittern (Botaurus stellaris, November 2010); Purple Heron  
(Ardea purpurea, November 2010); Sand Martin  
(Riparia riparia, October 2010); Lesser Cuckoo  
(Cuculus poliocephalus, November 2010);  
Eurasian Golden Oriole (Oriolus oriolus,  
November 2010) and Eurasian Turtle Dove  
(Streptopelia turtur, November 2010). 
 
 

    
  

  AALPHONSELPHONSE I ISLANDSLAND C CONSERVATIONONSERVATION C CENTREENTRE  BYBY A AURÉLIENURÉLIEN N NAHABOOAHABOO    
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Black-naped Terns have been breeding on the south-western beach platform of St. François Island as in 2009. They 
have not been seen nesting again on One Palm Island. c.13 breeding pairs were recorded in March/April 2010 and 
observations made in May tend to show that the birds were preparing for a new breeding attempt. This assumption 
seems to be confirmed by the sighting of juveniles in September on Alphonse. As in the previous years, the lack of a 
boat capable of withstanding rough seas has been the main constraint preventing ICS staff from monitoring St. 
François & Bijoutier during the South-East season. 
 
Since the confirmation that Wedge-tailed Shearwaters breed on Bijoutier in 2008, new breeding has been recorded 
in 2010 but not monitored.  On Alphonse, a new breeding attempt was recorded in September where c. 30 birds 
started to dig burrows, but as in previous years, deterred by cats. This stresses the importance of successfully    
completing the rat and cat eradications as soon as possible.  
 
Beach monitoring data from 2007 clearly shows that the volume of sand symmetrically decreases in the south and 
east and increases in the western part of the island during the South-East season, and vice versa during the rest of 
the year. There is nonetheless a deficit in sand in the north of the island to the benefit of the southern coast. The 
general trend indicates that the island is generally growing southwards. The beach crest along the north coast of 
Alphonse is degrading faster in the last year. Simple management measures were taken, by replanting Scaevola to 
reduce the rate of erosion. However, this has not proved 100% effective and other means will need to be             
investigated. This is a very delicate issue as the creation of beach defences could have dramatic impacts on the 
beach section which regularly hosts the highest number of nesting green turtles on Alphonse.  
 
Turtle monitoring has been less intense than in previous years and no coral reef monitoring was undertaken, due to 
the lack of staff. However, the turtle tagging programme has worked well and enabled the confirmation of           
inter-island nesting in the Amirantes Group. The first Green Turtle tagged on Desroches was observed a week later 
nesting on Alphonse. A rapid coral bleaching assessment was carried out inside the Alphonse lagoon in April 2010. 
In addition to this, various marine mammals (e.g. False killer whales, Melon-headed whales, Humpback  whales, 
Bottlenose dolphins,   Spinner dolphins, Killer whales) have been opportunistically sighted by visitors/guests, fly-
fishing guides and ICS staff.  A Melon-headed whale was rescued by GPS and ICS staff on the 26th November, which 
for some unknown reason got stranded on the Alphonse reef flat. 
 
Subsistence fish catch data has been collected for fishing trips conducted by IDC & GPS. Since 2007, the total annual 
catch has been as follows: 2007: 4,813 Kg, 2008: 5,377 Kg, 2009: 4,130 Kg, 2010: 5,982 Kg. The 6 tons of fish caught 
in 2010 are well under the estimated 200 tons of fish allowed by the maximum sustainable yield for the Alphonse 
Group. However, some more detailed analyses is needed to confirm certain assumptions with regards to            
over-exploiting certain species (e.g. Vyey Masata E. polyphaekadion) before any management actions can be taken. 
 
In terms of education and awareness, the Centre has been fairly quiet on the national level but have been very busy             

at the local level.  Only 2 articles were published in local journal “The Nation”. Oral presentations about the 
       conservation work and island history were conducted on 
                 a weekly basis to hotel guests throughout the fly—
         fishing season (October to May), brochures and 
            leaflets have been updated and distributed to 
                hotel guests and staff alike, and island tours 
            were organised for guests on request. 
                      
                     Training opportunities have been limited 
                       but Aurélien, Danielle & Steve managed 

to                    to follow a training course organised 
                by the Earthwatch Institute on  

                         Coastal and Coral ecology on 
                         Curieuse Island from 4th to 15th  
                 December,  which was very 
                                                       influential and helped 
                     develop some ecosystem 
                    health monitoring 
                              techniques. 
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The Desroches Island Conservation Centre was opened in June of 2009 under the directive of the Island Conserva-
tion Society, Seychelles (ICS). The role of the Centre is to set up baseline surveys and implement programmes for 
biodiversity monitoring, conservation and rehabilitation of the terrestrial and associated marine ecosystems of  
Desroches Atoll, to educate visitors and residents as to its value and to warden and protect these ecosystems.    
Unfortunately, ICS had difficulties to find a Conservation Officer and for most of the year the Centre was managed 
by the two Assistant Conservation Officers, Ms Danielle Jupiter and Tony Jupiter. However, both of us proved that 
we can hold the fort when called upon. Mr Philip Summerton and Ms Elke Talma both had vital spells on Desroches 
as Conservation Officer but for various reasons did not remain. Mrs Lisa Thompson who left in June 2010, spent one 
full year on Desroches as a volunteer Conservationist and her help was very much appreciated.  
 
Pest control and waste management on Desroches are by no means perfect at this point in time. Rat trapping 
around the hotel area only started in December 2010 and only one cat control exercise was conducted. However, 
some progress has been made. Pest control is conducted by the Desroches Island Lodge (DIL) which includes      
controlling insects such as flies, mosquitoes and cockroaches. However, ICS is looking into the possibility of using 
more target specific insecticides in the coming year so as to reduce the impact on the wider invertebrate            
community. ICS also wants to initiate a study to identify the distribution and abundance of the endemic cockroach 
Delosia ornate so as to better understand its ecology and ensure its population is not being affected too drastically. 
In 2011, ICS will be working closely with the hotel to collect relevant data which will be useful in the future for   
planning cat and rat eradications which will be implemented only once all major hotel construction on the island 
has ceased so as to reduce the risk of re-introduction.  At the start of 2010, it was agreed that all waste would be 
sorted but unfortunately there have been some shortcomings that will need to be addressed in 2011. Staff have not 
been sorting their waste, and the primary reason for that is the lack of bins. This is turn, has not helped the sorting 
and burning of waste at the incinerator, with glass, tins and plastics still being burnt releasing toxic fumes into the 
atmosphere. On the positive side though, two beach cleanups were organised and several hundred kilogram’s of 
rubbish were collected and shipped off to Mahé. 
 
The current focus of the vegetation rehabilitation work is in the eastern end of the island, from the IDC village to 
the lighthouse point. ICS staff have cleared a large plot within this area, with the help of IDC to clear large trees, 
such as Casuarina and Coconut trees. In January 2010, a nursery was built in the Creole village by IDC construction 
workers. ICS has been planting seeds and small seedlings from around the island. There are now several hundred 
seedlings of a range of native trees (e.g. Terminalia catappa, Barringtonia asiatica, Hernandia nymphaeifolia, etc…).  
In February, 350 indigenous seedlings from the nursery were planted out by ICS staff in that cleared area.  In        
addition to this, in April 2010, DIL contracted Mr Michael Samways, Peter Hitchins and Stella Hitchins to carry out a 
‘Strategic ecological landscaping plan for Desroches Island’ which provides a great insight into what vegetation    
restoration management options are available. The next step is for the Desroches Foundation to decide on what 
options are more favourable and a ‘Desroches Island vegetation restoration management plan’ produced and    
implemented. 
 
Bird counts have been conducted several times a week around Desroches and a total of 4 new records have been 
submitted to Seychelles Bird Records Committee (SBRC) for approval: Little swift (Apus affinis), Oriental turtle dove 
(Streptopelia orientalis), Black-winged pratincole Glareola maldivarum), (Sand martin (Riparia riparia). 

 
Wedge-Tailed Shearwaters (Puffinus pacificus) normally breed only on rat free islands, but currently this is the only 
seabird breeding on Desroches Island.  Alphonse is also known to host a small population of this species however, 
     have not managed to breed successfully since 2007.  There is evidence 
     showing that a Shearwater colony occurred at the “Lighthouse” in the 

      northern part of Desroches. However, this colony no longer 
       exists, but there is a fairly well established colony and a 

        smaller sub-colony at the south-western part of 
            the island, better known as the  

          “Miraille Bon Dieu” area which 
I          is being monitored regularly 
          and is being protected from 

           human disturbance. 
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There are currently 77 Aldabra Giant Tortoises (Aldabrachelys gigantea) on Desroches that have been recorded. 
Each individual has been marked with a unique dot combination on the rear peripheral scute for identification   
purposes. The growth, movements and breeding of these tortoises are being monitored on a regular basis. An    
enclosure for baby tortoises has been constructed to keep them safe from predators and make sure they reach 
adulthood. This enclosure gives hotel guests the opportunity to interact and learn more about them. Twelve adult 
tortoises are kept in the captive breeding pen so their breeding habits can be monitored and hatchlings contained. 
Half the adult tortoises in the pen came from Silhouette Island in December 2009, and the other half are Desroches 
tortoises. This will reduce inter-breeding, resulting in a healthier and stronger tortoise population. 
 
A total of 619 turtle emergences have been recorded around Desroches during the 2009-10 nesting season, 380 of 
these have been Green turtle, 234 have been Hawksbill and 5 were unknown. Various marine mammal species (e.g. 
bottlenose dolphins, spinner dolphins, Humpback whales, etc…) have been opportunistically sighted and recorded 
by guests, the fishing and diving centre, IDC and ICS staff on a large number of occasions since the opening of the 
centre. ICS is in touch with the University of New South Wales, Sydney, as they are conducting research into the 
possibility of describing a new species rather than the Gingko-toothed Beaked Whale which we had identified it as 
when it was washed ashore on Desroches in June 2009. A dead Dwarf Sperm Whale was also found floating at sea 
in November 2010. All the necessary data was recorded, plus DNA samples taken. ICS hopes to work more closely 
with the Marine Conservation Society of Seychelles (MCSS) and Megaptera to find out more about this species and 
its occurrence in Seychelles waters. 
 
After the mass coral bleaching event in 1997-98 scientists worldwide predicted that coral bleaching events will   
occur more frequently primarily due to global warming and also more worryingly at rates faster than coral reef  
ecosystems can adapt. It seems that our worse fears are coming true. In 2010, a renewed coral bleaching episode 
was observed along many reefs around Seychelles,  and recorded the highest Degree Heating Week (DHW) value 
(5.9 - recorded on 3rd May 2010) for Mahé since 2000. Since, this DHW value was also higher than what was         
recorded in 1998 (4.5), depending on the extent and damage caused by the bleaching, it may be considered the 
most widespread coral bleaching event of recent times. These events may cause significant changes to ecosystems 
which include biological and economical losses to the fisheries and tourism sectors. Hence, the urgent need for 
management efforts aimed at sustaining the value of these coral reefs. Unfortunately, it is not easy, since coral reef 
managers are unable to directly prevent or reduce the main cause of the bleaching (high SST).  As part of a           
response to the bleaching event that occurred in Seychelles waters, including Desroches, from March through to 
June 2010, ICS developed a ‘Coral Bleaching Response Plan’. This plan will help review management actions during 
and after coral bleaching events. In turn, help restore and maintain ecosystem resilience and improve strategies for 
developing the knowledge and support that are critical for effective coral reef management. It was also an          
opportune time for developing such a plan as ICS expands its expertise to monitor and manage more marine      
ecosystems.  
 
The Centre has established a good working partnership with both DIL and IDC management during its time on Des-
roches, which has contributed to no poaching instances being recorded since its creation. The Centre has produced 
2 articles for the nation newspaper on sea turtles. It has also produced and updated a number of guest information 
leaflets (e.g. Desroches bird lists,  
indigenous trees and shrubs of Desroches, 
 Sea Turtle information, Giant tortoise  
information, Island Maps etc) and  
distributed them to the hotel.  
Finally, ICS staff have regularly  
conducted or assisted in  
guided tours for guests  
around Desroches.   
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Brown Noddy Anous stolidus downy chick on Aride Island  
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  FFEM PFFEM PROJECTROJECT F FOLLOWOLLOW--UPUP A ACTIVITIESCTIVITIES              
The ‘Rehabilitation of Island Ecosystems’ project: follow up activities by partners and new regional The ‘Rehabilitation of Island Ecosystems’ project: follow up activities by partners and new regional 
perspectives.perspectives.  
  By Gérard Rocamora (Conservation Scientist, ICS Council)By Gérard Rocamora (Conservation Scientist, ICS Council)  
  
The operational phase of the FFEM funded project Rehabilitation of Island Ecosystems terminated in July 2009.  
After that, some activities have continued to be implemented by the different islands and partners, in particular on 
North Island. After our challenging victory over Rattus rattus in 2005, this island has succeeded in maintaining its 
rat free status and it has renewed its memorandum of understanding with the Plant Conservation Action Group 
(PCA), their advisors for vegetation management and vegetation monitoring. The Seychelles White-eye population 
that was reintroduced there in 2007 has been monitored by André Labiche, now working as an independent       
consultant, with contributions from Elvina Henriette and myself, and it had increased to 50 birds by April 2010. 
 
The two students under the project have continued with their PhD under the guidance of Dr Jean-François Voisin 
and myself. Elvina Henriette (Department of Environment), will finalise her PhD on the Seychelles White-eye, and 
Gaëtan Galman on effects of rat eradications on invertebrate communities. They will both defend their PhD in Paris 
in June 2011, at the Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle. Several scientific papers have been accepted for       
publication, others submitted and more are in preparation. Our team also participated to produce scientific articles 
on terrapins and mosquitoes. 
 
ICS has continued its own management and biodiversity monitoring activities on Aride. A project proposal to    
transfer 30 Black mud terrapins was finalized with the help of Dr Justin Gerlach (NPTS) and authorization received 
from the Department of Environment. Led by Island Manager Alex Underwood, the Aride team dug several ponds 
to ensure that terrapins would have sufficient water; rains were extremely late in 2010 and water conditions      
became favourable only towards the end of the year. However, it has been very difficult to obtain the minimum 
number of 15 terrapins required from Praslin and La Digue, and the transfers have been postponed to March 2011. 
On Praslin, the Lémuria Resort was very helpful and has made a donation to support the transfers. 
 
On Mahé, annual monitoring activities of the Seychelles White-eye population were organized with the Department 
of Environment and local volunteers. Following an intensive phase of construction, which affected the birds present 
at one property of the President of UAE, the Management resumed in July 2010 activities of rat control and       
monitoring that had started in 2006 under the project, and more effort will be made to restore the quality of the 
habitat for the species. 
 
On Conception, a mission to perform annual bird point counts was conducted during the last quarter of 2009. Only 
few visits were conducted in 2010, mainly by the PhD student to conduct invertebrate monitoring and prepare the 
conservation introduction of Seychelles Leaf Insects from Mahé. During our visits the absence of rats, eradicated 
since 2007, was confirmed. A huge release cage of c. 130m3 done around a clump of Jambrosa trees was built on 
Conception to provide extra protection for the insects.  Unfortunately, the captive breeding started in 2009 at ICS 
Office, failed to produce hatchlings (only one out of c.400 eggs produced) hence only one transfer of c. 30           
individuals was conducted in June 2010, thanks to animals donated from the source breeding scheme of               
Entomologist and ICS Trustee Pat Matyot. None of the released animals were found alive a month after their       
release (but some could be well be camouflaged at the top of the trees), and it is hoped that new releases will be 
possible in 2011 with Leaf insects from Pat Matyot’s breeding scheme. Two TV reportages were conducted on this 
operation, one with local channel SBC and one for French TV France 2. Although a detailed proposal was prepared 
under the project to reintroduce the species on Frégate, no further progress could be made because of the          
impossibility of obtaining sufficient adults to start a new captive breeding facility on this island. 
 
Following the example of the FFEM project, two more islands have started their own ecological restoration process. 
In 2010, a rat eradication was conducted on Grande Soeur and Petite Soeur, and ICS contributed by providing the 
raticide spreader bucket. This will be the 11th island in Seychelles from where rats have been eradicated, and I hope 
that Grande Soeur can be the next island where the Seychelles White-eye can be transferred. 

However, some important follow up activities have made insufficient progress. This includes the additional transfer 
of 10 terrapins to North Island from Mahé (DoE had only authorized 20 animals to be transferred in 2008).          
Following the recrudescence of pirate attacks and the impossibility for tourism boats to venture in the southern 
islands (where the Indian Ocean Explorer and other boats were captured), no visits have been conducted to         
Cosmolédo since December 2008, when the success of the rat eradications on Grand Ile and Grand Polyte was  
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confirmed. We hope than annual monitoring schemes for birds, terrapins and invertebrates can be resumed in the 
different islands as there is a lot to learn about the recovery of the ecosystem following restoration processes. 
 
An evaluation mission was conducted in November 2009 and a report produced and circulated in April 2010.           
A brochure (printed 800 copies—French and English versions) was produced by the FFEM, and half a dozen popular 
articles in magazines and newsletters are available from ICS website www.islandconservationsociety.com . Taking 
into account the numerous unforeseen difficulties encountered, it concluded at a fairly successful project that 
could be adapted and expanded at a regional scale. 
 
Thanks to support received from UNDP, Conservation des Espèces et Populations Animales (France), Miguel Torres 
wines Foundation (Catalonia-Spain), and Animal Control Products (New Zealand), I have conducted visits in 
neighbouring countries and have prepared a concept paper for a regional ‘Island Restoration Partnership’ project. 
This has been officially proposed by the Seychelles government to other countries of the Indian Ocean Commission. 
In Seychelles, Silhouette could be one of the key islands for this project, that would include restoration of habitats 
and reintroduction of several species of threatened birds (Black Parrot, Black Paradise Flycatcher, Seychelles White-
eye). It could also contribute to the eradication of rats and cats on Desroches and Alphonse, and to the                
conservation introduction of other species there as well. 
 
I wish to thank everyone who contributed to the FFEM project, and hope that the regional project will become soon 
a reality and bring more conservation successes to Seychelles. 
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Seychelles Awareness, Communication and Visibility Action Plan Project: Seychelles Awareness, Communication and Visibility Action Plan Project:   
Production of CD and Workshop for teachers funded by ReCoMap, COI & EUProduction of CD and Workshop for teachers funded by ReCoMap, COI & EU  

    
  

  SSUMMARYUMMARY  OFOF P PROJECTSROJECTS        

 
 
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Improved Management of Aride Island Nature Reserve, Seychelles: Improved Management of Aride Island Nature Reserve, Seychelles:   
Installing mooring and demarcation buoys around Aride funded by ReCoMap, COI & EUInstalling mooring and demarcation buoys around Aride funded by ReCoMap, COI & EU  
This project will allow more boats to moor safely around Aride, while reducing the impact of anchor damage on the 
benthic communities. The installation of demarcation buoys will mark the boundary of the marine reserve and will 
allow the rangers from Aride to determine with better accuracy whether boats fishing in the vicinity of Aride are 
inside or outside the marine reserve. This project is set to be completed in early 2011 in collaboration with          
Seychelles Centre for Marine Research and Technology and Marine Parks Authority (SCMRT-MPA). 
 
Surveying and sampling ant populations across Aride Surveying and sampling ant populations across Aride by by Brian Fisher & Rebecca JohnsonBrian Fisher & Rebecca Johnson  
During a visit by the ant expert Brian Fisher in February 2010, it was suggested that the invasive and destructive 
African big-headed ants (Pheidole megacephala) were present on the island. It is most likely that they had been 
introduced with building materials in the last couple of years, and the effects on the vegetation (and probable     
effects on the invertebrate fauna) were obvious in some parts. Fortunately, according to Rebecca Johnson’s study 
on their distribution that this species appeared not to have spread up the hill by May 2010. No action will be taken 
to control this species until identification is verified. In the meantime, regular monitoring of this species will be                  
incorporated into the staff work programme on Aride so as to monitor any changes in distribution and abundance 
patterns. 
 
Monitoring and research on the Lesser Noddy Monitoring and research on the Lesser Noddy Anous tenuirostrisAnous tenuirostris and Roseate Terns  and Roseate Terns Sterna Sterna         
dougalliidougallii on Aride during the southeast 2010 breeding season  on Aride during the southeast 2010 breeding season by by Patricia Pedro & Jaime RamosPatricia Pedro & Jaime Ramos  
During the first half of September few adult Roseate Terns were seen in the colony and 74 juveniles were found 
dead, which implies a strong food shortage in early September. The Lesser Noddy juveniles were also dying also 
due to an apparent food shortage. Productivity was estimated to be between 0.16 and 0.34 chicks / breeding pair. 
According to the study made by Ramos & Monticelli (2007) that summarises up to 16 years of data on the           
productivity of Roseate Terns on Aride Island, this seabird species showed strong annual variations in timing of 
breeding which may be related to apparent periods of food shortage. Laying dates recorded between 1989 (Bullock 
1989, Castle &   Mileto 1991, Ayrton 1993, Lidstone-Scott 1993, Ayrton 1994, Monticelli & Ramos 2002, Ramos et 
al., 2004) clearly shows that Roseate Tern breeding failures were connected with later breeding, which, in turn, 
might be a consequence of a reduced marine productivity in certain years.  

Western Indian Ocean Marine Protected Areas Network:           Western Indian Ocean Marine Protected Areas Network:             
Installation of radar on Aride Island funded by ReCoMap, COI & EUInstallation of radar on Aride Island funded by ReCoMap, COI & EU  
This project financed the acquisition and installation of a radar on Aride Island.  
Seychelles Electronics Maritime Company Limited (SEYCMI) were sub-contracted 
to carry out this work. This system will provide Aride Conservation staff with a 
valuable tool by monitoring boat activity around the island. This in turn will        
provide alerts to possible poaching instances inside the marine reserve (200m 
from the high-water mark) or on the island. Poaching of seabirds and eggs is very 
common during the SE breeding season. ICS is working in close collaboration 
with  the Seychelles National Parks Authority which have installed two radars on         
Curieuse Island. This network will provide a good coverage of the maritime zone 
between these two protected areas and improve the efficiency of anti-poaching 
patrols. 

A total of 350 CD-Roms were produced and distributed to all schools in             
Seychelles and other interested institutions. The main targets of this project 
were school teachers who were provided with a product that they could use in 
their classrooms to illustrate environmental and conservation matters. The final 
beneficiaries were the school children who should be able to get access to real 
case information and who will see how ICS is managing and conserving the      
environment.  
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The laying dates (the first on 17 June and the second on 11 July) in 2010 were the latest ever recorded since 1989 
and should be a consequence of food shortage, especially in June.  
It is possible that due to low food availability the first 14 eggs  
laid were left unattended for long periods which should  
explain their predation by the skinks. The    results  
obtained by Ramos & Monticelli (2007) indicate also  
that food shortage is the main factor explaining the 
 breeding success of Roseate Tern on Aride and that  
the impact of other factors, such as predation,  
depended upon the extent of food shortage.  
 
It seems that the food availability in July improved, 
 leading to a higher wave of egg laying. Nevertheless,  
the mates provisioning observations showed that  
there were some fluctuations on the food availability  
during July and the beginning of August, since in some  
days the number and size of fishes delivered was low. Moreover,  
the intraspecific  aggression of chicks by adult is, according to Ramos (2003), also additive to food shortage as 
chicks were more prone to attacks of neighbours during periods of lower food delivery. Unfortunately it seems that 
during the first half of September there was a large decrease on food availability, since at that time a high number 
of dead chicks were found in the colony and just a few adults and live chicks which reinforce the idea of another 
year of food shortage.  
 
Fishes belonging to the family Mullidae are the Roseate Terns and Lesser Noddies most important prey on Aride 
(Ramos 2000, Ramos & Monticelli 2007, Monticelli et. al., 2007 and Monticelli et al., 2008), so the higher quantity 
and sizes diversity of Mullidae fish found in the sample of Lesser Noddy dropped preys is in accordance with the 
previous studies. The fact that the Roseate Terns feed primarily on young fishes (0 yr age group) of this family 
(Ramos 2000) is very  important because  during their larval stage the fishes are planktonic feeders (Krajewski & 
Bonaldo 2006) and the chlorophyll  levels off Aride Island during the birds breeding season are probably related 
with prey availability. An evaluation of this and other environmental factors such local, regional and large scale 
ocean indices (sea surface temperature and indices recording the status of the Indian Ocean Dipole and of El Niño) 
is necessary to assess information about their influence over the food availability and consequently on the          
reproductive success of Roseate Terns. 
 
Impacts of Impacts of Pisonia grandis Pisonia grandis on seabird species on Aride Island, Seychelles: designing a monitoring on seabird species on Aride Island, Seychelles: designing a monitoring 
programme and recommendations for habitat management programme and recommendations for habitat management   
by by Helen Wade (University of Exeter)Helen Wade (University of Exeter)  
Following ecosystem degradation of a Seychelles island, an indigenous tree species, Pisonia grandis, is proposed to 
be occurring at unprecedented levels. P. grandis produces adhesive seeds, which entangle in the feathers of        
seabirds, leading to starvation. Establishing an efficient long-term monitoring programme to quantify impacts of    
P. grandis seeding on seabirds was the overall aim of this study.  
 
To achieve this aim, two methods of monitoring P. grandis seeding were tested to observe which best predicted 
recorded impacts on seabirds. Secondly, the project aimed to establish which seabird species are most at risk by 
assessing impacts of P. grandis at the population level. Recommendations for habitat management were also     
assessed. Proportion of ground seed coverage was identified as the most effective method to monitor seeding     
intensity and the subsequent numbers of seabirds affected. 75% of seabird species occurring on Aride Island were 
affected by P. grandis. Of white-tailed tropicbird, fairy tern and lesser noddy; lesser noddies were significantly more 
likely to be impacted by P. grandis. Despite this result and higher numbers of affected birds in absolute terms, 
lesser noddies were estimated to be the least affected at the population level. White-tailed tropicbird and fairy tern 
breeding populations were estimated to be experiencing severe impacts.  
 
It was concluded that a long-term monitoring programme is urgently required and that vegetation management, 
including thinning of P. grandis and planting of native trees could contribute to reducing the impacts of P. grandis 
on some seabird species. ICS shall in turn adjust the current vegetation management plan to incorporate such    
recommendations and will also be looking into the possibility of finding funding for a PhD student to conduct       
further research into the impact of P. grandis on seabirds. 
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it from takingit from taking--off.off.  

  FFINANCEINANCE                

 Head office Aride Alphonse Desroches 

INCOME (SCR) 1,242,721.07 1,129,921.19 385,415.10 1,433,272.01 

EXPENSES (SCR) 1,142,533.36 1,725,985.40 326,529.68 574,975.04 

TOTAL 

4,191,329.37 

3,770,023.48 

    Income Income                Expenses    Expenses   
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  PPUBLICATIONSUBLICATIONS  BYBY ICS  ICS ININ 2010 2010                    

          ICS should like to acknowledge the contributors from all those colleagues who have            
helped us in few pages a years worth of achievements.  We are especially grateful             

 to our staff and volunteers on the ground stationed on Aride, Alphonse and 
     Desroches, for you are the pillars of this organisation. We should also like 
          to express our gratitude to all ICS Head office staff, ICS Board members 
  and Scientific Committee members who have provided guidance on 

  various conservation aspects throughout the year. Very special thanks 
           go to Gérard Rocamora and Adrian Skerrett for providing useful comments 

   on earlier drafts. In addition, ICS wishes to thank the following organisations 
and individuals for their unwavering support:  

 Islands Development Company (IDC) provided in-kind and  
 financial assistance throughout the year for various conservation  
 projects and daily operations on Alphonse, Desroches and  
 Aride totalling SR541,118.88. 
 
 Torres Wines donated US$ 800.00 to ICS to conduct biodiversity  
 projects. 
  
          ICSUK donated £55,822 to the management of Aride Island 
            through income from endowment and contributions 
          from James Cadbury. 
 
                         Constance Lemuria Hotel Resort donated           
           SR5,000.00 for Aride and other donation
            totalled SR3,713.00. 

  AACKNOWLEDGEMENTSCKNOWLEDGEMENTS                 

Scientific publicationsScientific publications  
 Silva, A., Rocha, S., Gerlach, J., Rocamora, G., Dufrenne, A., and Harris, D.J. (2010) Assessment of mtDNA 

  genetic diversity within the terrapins Pelusios subniger and Pelusios castanoides across the  
  Seychelles islands. Amphibia-Reptilia 31(4):583-588.   

ReportsReports  
I. ICS monthly reports for Aride, Alphonse and Desroches throughout 2010 
II. Aride Island Nature Reserve Annual Report 2010 by Rob Sutcliffe, Licia Calabrese and Alex Underwood 
III. Alphonse Island Conservation Centre Annual Report 2010 by Aurelien Nahaboo  
IV. Desroches Island Conservation Centre Annual Report 2010 by Danielle Jupiter 
V. Coral Bleaching Response Plan 2010-11 by Pierre-André Adam  
VI. Rapid coral bleaching assessment around Desroches Island in April 2010 by Pierre-André Adam, Danielle  

Jupiter and Lisa Thompson 
 
‘The NATION’ ‘The NATION’ Newspaper articlesNewspaper articles  
I. Strategic conservation partnership announced by Riaz Aumeeruddy on 11th January  
II. The intelligent Octopus by Pat Matyot on 18th January  
III. Les petits secret de Conception by Gaëtan Galman on 1st February  
IV. Appeal to help conserve insects that are masters of camouflage by Gaëtan Galman on 15th February  
V. Digital photography confirms long distance migrations of juvenile hawksbills tagged at Aldabra by Jeanne 

Mortimer, Justin Gerlach and Philip Summerton on 22nd February  
VI. Coral diseases main threat to coral reefs by Pierre-André Adam 12th April  
VII. Mooring and demarcation buoys to be placed around Aride by Pierre-André Adam on 19th April 2010  
VIII. High hopes of Magpie-robins on Aride by Rebecca Johnson on 24th May  
IX. My amazing life on Aride by Alana Westwood on 31st May  
X. Les plantes à l’honneur sur Alphonse by Aurelien Nahaboo on 28th June  
XI. A new bird for Seychelles – the first official sighting of a Black-bellied Storm-petrel by Aurélien Nahaboo and 

Adrian Skerrett on 19th July  
XII. An insight into turtle movements in the outer islands by Tony Jupiter and Catherina Freminot on 2nd August 
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     F   FUTUREUTURE P PLANSLANS  ANDAND S SPONSORSHIPPONSORSHIP    
ICS is a non-profit organisation but it has to cover recurrent costs and financial activities. At present income is     
derived mainly from the following sources: 
 

 Head Office: Contributions from agreements with operators on Alphonse and Desroches and from ICS’  
own island Aride, sale of books and some small donations. 

 Aride: Income from endowment, visitors’ fees and sale of shop items plus a small amount of sundry   
income. 

 Alphonse: Contributions from Alphonse Foundation and stakeholders. In addition, an endowment fund is 
being established. 

 Desroches: Contributions from Desroches Foundation and stakeholders. In addition, an endowment fund 
is being established. 

 
Some projects are highly desirable but due to limited funds from the above sources they cannot be achieved     
without sponsorship. There is a potential to increase sponsorship income if ICS can identify projects where          
additional support is essential for them to be realized.   
  
Therefore, during the period April 2011 to March 2012, the following will be undertaken in order to obtain further 
funding for ICS programmes and projects: 
 

 At least two projects proposals for each conservation centre will be produced and submitted to potential 
donors for funding. 

 The possibility of renting out the Lodge on Aride Island Nature Reserve, to accommodate visitors       
overnight will be further explored. 

 Funds to build the ICS headquarters on Mahé, which also includes premises to be rented out to generate 
funds, will be actively sought for. 

 ICS’s fund-raising strategy will be reviewed and revised to give it new impetus. 
 
The following is a list of outstanding projects and items for which funding is still required.   
 

1. Renovation of Conservation Centres  
2. Signboards for all Conservation Centres 
3. Boats for all the Conservation Centres 
4. Boat engines and propellers for all Conservation Centres 
5. Computers for all Conservation Centres  
6. Desktop for head office to run GIS software 
7. Diving equipment for all Conservation Centres  
8. Design and implementation of vegetation management plans for Alphonse, Desroches and      

Silhouette 
9. Erection of small dive centre and purchase small portable compressor for Aride 
10. Solar system installation, room to store batteries and control panels on Aride 
11. Spare water pump for Aride 
12. Construction of shed to display and protect ‘Pirogue’ on Aride 
13. Renovation of visitors shelter on Aride 
14. Upgrade ‘Lodge’ for paying visitors on Aride 
15. Annual training workshops on bird ringing during SE season on Aride 
16. Island rehabilitation activities on Silhouette (e.g. rat control and vegetation restoration around LaBriz 

Hotel Resort) 
17. Tags for turtle and tortoise monitoring programmes on Alphonse, Desroches, Aride and Farquhar 
18. Identify critical nesting habitat for turtles and sea birds & quantify population sizes on Farquhar atoll, as 

a basis for long term management and ecotourism programmes 
 
Potential donors will be identified by ICS and invited to explore together ways in which they can assist the Society 
and therefore make an invaluable contribution to the conservation of the Seychelles’ ecosystems and endemic   
species. However, If you wish to learn more or want to sponsor any of the above mentioned projects partially or in 
whole please get in touch with us via our head office. 
                     JJEANINEEANINE  G GRANDCOURTRANDCOURT  
                                      CCHIEFHIEF E EXECUTIVEXECUTIVE  O OFFICERFFICER   
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Glenny Savy, Vice-Chairman, has been 
the Executive Chairman of the Islands 
Development Company since 1982.  He 
initiated environmental conservation in 
the outer islands of Seychelles        
managed by IDC in close collaboration 
with several wildlife specialists. 

Gerard Rocamora, Senior Conservation 
Scientist, resides in Seychelles since 
1995. Affiliated to Museum Nat.     
d’Histoire Naturelle (Paris) and IUCN, 
he works as a private expert on birds, 
other wildlife and island restoration. 
He led the ICS FFEM project 
'Rehabilitation of Islands Ecosystems'. 

    
  

  LLISTIST  OFOF ICS P ICS PERSONNELERSONNEL  ANDAND A AFFILIATIONSFFILIATIONS  ININ 2010   2010            
ICS Board of Trustees 
Council Members 
Adrian Skerret, Chairman, is a business-
man and conservationist born in UK, 
resident in Seychelles since 1980 and 
naturalized since 1994.  

Colin Bell is a tourism/wildlife specialist who 
has worked throughout the more remote 
corners of Southern Africa. He  founded  
Wilderness Safaris, one of the world’s     
foremost eco-tourism companies, managing 
over 2,500,000 hectares of some of Africa’s 
most pristine and prime wildlife land. 

Honorary Members  
James Cadbury has served Royal Society for 
the Protection of Birds for many years as 
Head of Research, Senior Ecologist and as an 
advisor for the management of RSPB        
reserves. He has an extensive knowledge of 
the vascular plant flora in Europe and      
Seychelles. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Edwin Palmer, Treasurer, is a business-
man born in UK, resident in Seychelles 
since 1984 and naturalized since 
1996.He has served on the Board of the 
Environment Trust Fund and on the 
National Monuments Board.  

Pat Matyot is a Seychellois naturalist 
with a special interest in entomology. 
He has authored a number of scientific 
papers and other publications on the 
natural history of the islands.  

Jeanne Mortimer is an American     
biologist/consultant specializing on the 
biology and conservation of turtles, 
working in Seychelles since 1981 and 
naturalized in 2007.  

Bernard Georges is a Barrister, Attorney 
of the Supreme Court of Seychelles and 
Notary. He has been a member of the 
National Assembly of Seychelles since 
2001 and runs a private legal practice. 

Members  
Eddy Belle, is a Seychellois executive 
with Seychelles Petroleum, has served 
as Principal Secretary in the Ministry of 
Tourism and Transport and taught  
biology at Seychelles College.   

Carlos Vejanaro is a conservationist from 
Spain, and a Trustee of several conservation 
and cultural trusts. Carlos is active in the 
Seychelles and throughout the world in   
environmental and cultural activities.  

Ron Gerlach is founding Chairman of the 
Nature Protection Trust of Seychelles (NPTS) 
(since 1997) running projects including    
tortoise, terrapin and sheath-tailed bat    
conservation.  

Chris Feare is an ornithologist specialising in 
the management of birds for pest control 
and conservation. He has published 4 books 
and over 150 scientific publications,         
including 40 on his research in Seychelles.  

Lars Kristoferson  with a PhD in Plasma  
Physics,  served as Consul General for       
Seychelles in Sweden since 1984. He is Board 
Member of Seychelles Island Foundation, 
Chairman of Aldabra Foundation and     
member of the Prime Ministers                 
Sustainability Commission in Sweden.  

Tim Sands is a Trustee of the Royal Society of 
Wildlife Trusts (RSWT) and worked for forty 
years in natural history and nature            
conservation. For more than twenty years he 
has looked after RSWT’s interests in Aride 
Island.   

Carl Lundin joined IUCN as Head of the 
Global Marine Program in November 2001 
developing marine protected areas, building 
partnerships for conservation of ecosystems 
and endangered marine species, sustainable 
fisheries management, and addressing    
climate change effects on marine resources.  

Founding member 

Founding member 

Founding member 
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Island Conservation Society 

PO Box 775 
Pointe Larue, Victoria, Mahé 

SEYCHELLES 
 

Head Office Tel:  +248 37  53 54 | Fax:  +248 37 63 41 
Aride Island Special Reserve Tel:  +248 71 97 78 

Alphonse Island Conservation Centre Tel:  +248 22 90 40 
Desroches Island Conservation Centre Tel:   +248 22 90 50 

ics@seychelles.sc, aride@seychelles.net, icsalphonse@gmail.com, icsdesroches@gmail.com 
www.islandconservationseychelles.com & www.arideisland.com 
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